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Novalux presents an example of an Emilia family business
started by its founder Gino Persiani born in 1910,
shortly after the second World War.
Gino, a military man in his early thirties, for the first
time sees a fluorescent tube at a factory-base for German
submarines while working there as prisoner. He feels
immediately the big potential of this innovative lighting
source which, once properly “dressed”, becomes a real
luminary. This great idea became the basis for founding
Novalux in 1948.
The extraordinary success results in the newly born
company illuminating important shops in Bologna followed
by contracts for the State Railways and for export. The
seal of an important lighting company is sanctioned in
1961: Expo exhibition in Turin dedicated to the centenary
celebration of Italy is illuminated using Novalux fixtures.
This success today is carried on by Gino’s grandson,
Alessandro Sgrignoli, who inherited his grandfather’s
entrepreneurial intuition and courage in leading the
company with the same passion and determination.
In the last years the company’s challenge consists in
adapting itself to the constant evolution of technologies
and to the demands of the increasingly rapid and
competitive modern market.
In the seventy years of its history, Novalux has been the
fruit of dedication and passion of its owners and staff,
who, as one big family, while growing and evolving, always
carry through the company mission of maintaining the high
quality standards and of giving always the best response to
the client’s requirements.

Jar is a surface mounting led
fixture with a compact and
elegant design, suitable for
interiors like offices, stores
and residential settings.

Kone is an easy-to-install recessed
downlight with high performance and
visual comfort characteristics thanks to
the LED source retracted position behind
the frame.
Thanks to its wide range of colours, it
allows to create funny and personalized
lighting layouts.

Minimalistic profile designed to fit
perfectly with the architecture around it.
Lucky MINI is an excellent blend of
elegance and simplicity,
in both white and black versions.

From the exact proportion of a 30x30mm
square, an extremely versatile and compact
profile is born, that can highlight the
spaces with discretion. In its various
versions, with integrated PCB or stripled,
white or black, and the new modules with
adjustable spotlight, P-30 boasts great
compositional and installation flexibility.

Suspended light fixture made of curved aluminium
profile. Halos is the expression of essentiality and
minimalism flying on air like brighting stars.
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The perfection of the circle inspires this
line of fixtures capable of illuminating
small and large spaces of every kind,
from residential to multifunctional
environments. By combining different sizes
and versions of Roto, one can create nice
decorative compositions.

